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Abstract. The work presented in this paper is part of the Java CardTM Grid project2 carried out at LaBRI, Laboratoire Bordelais de Recherche en Informatique. The aim of this project is to build a hardware platform and the associated software components to experiment on the security features of distributed applications. To achieve this goal we use the hardware components that offer the highest security level: smart cards. We do not pretend that the resulting platform can compete to a real grid in terms of computational power, but it serves as a proof of concept for what a grid with secure processors could be and could do. As of writing, the hardware platform comprises 32 card readers and two PCs to manage them. The applications that we run on our platform are applications that require a high level of confidentiality regarding their own binary code, the input data that they handle, and the results that they produce. Even though we know that we cannot expect our grid to achieve high speed computation, we believe that it is a good testbed to experiment on the security features that one would require in a real grid environment. This paper focuses on the software infrastructure that we have set up to manage the platform and on the framework that we have designed and implemented to develop real applications on top of it.

1 Introduction

The technologies that have recently emerged and that are now widely used, contribute to anonymize and virtualize the resources of the network (Java, .NET, Solaris containers - previously N1 Grid Containers -, User-mode Linux, etc.) and the way they are connected (WiFi, Bluetooth, etc.). This leads to a situation where computing resources can effectively be shared. Sharing resources means federating them and allowing potentially unknown people to execute their applications on the resulting platform. The notion of Grid [1,2] is a well known example of this kind of approach that is now supplied by
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both universities and private companies. Of course, users of such systems must accept to have their applications executed on resources that are under the control of someone else who they potentially do not even know.

Security is then a big concern. First, the owner of the code or more precisely the code itself must be protected from the platform that executes it and from other applications executed on the same platform. Second, the resource that runs the code must be protected from this code. Even though there are software and hardware level protections, it is clearly not sufficient. If someone uploads a code to my workstation so that it is executed, nothing can prevent me from dumping the memory where it has been loaded to work out what it is doing, or even to trace the instructions executed by my processor. If I upload a code to the machine of someone else, nothing will prevent my code from doing some malicious operation (e.g. my application can take advantage of hardware errors [3]), even though sand box approaches can solve some of the problems.

Smart cards [4] provide solutions for these problems, at both hardware and software levels. At hardware level, the cards are built so as to resist any physical attack. Of course, attacks remain possible but they will not be feasible in a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore, when a code is loaded inside a card, it can neither damage the card or access the assets that it contains, nor can it be reverse engineered by the owner of the card. The processors that can be found in standard workstations do not offer the same protections. At the software level, the cards and the applications that they embed are evaluated and certified by well defined procedures (e.g. ITSEC [5] - Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria - or CC [6] - Common Criteria-) in government approved agencies or companies (e.g. ITSEF - Information Technology Security Evaluation Facility).

It should be noted that even though smart cards are not very usable to achieve effective computations right now, the resources that they provide in terms of memory and computing power [7] have increased a lot. Cards that will provide 1 Gigabyte of memory and more efficient processors are expected as soon as 2007.

Therefore we have begun the Java Card Grid project. Within the framework of this project we have designed and implemented a platform that can be viewed as a grid of smart cards. As of today, we have 32 card readers that are connected together. The goal of this platform is to experiment security features that will help in supporting or designing secure real size grids. This platform and more precisely its supporting software framework is the topic of this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present what the role of smart cards could be in distributed systems. We explain the difficulties, the pros and the cons of their integration and usage in such environments. In section 3 we describe the overall Java Card Grid platform at both hardware and software levels. Section 4 focuses on the communication stack of the framework which is one of the key points of the environment. In sections 5, 6 and 7, we overview the solutions that we have set up to overcome the other main difficulties that we encountered. In section 8 we present the most relevant related work and compare it to our own approach. We eventually discuss in section 9 the future evolutions of our platform.
2 Smart Cards in Distributed Systems

2.1 The Pros of Using Smart Cards in a Distributed System

Smart cards have a small size that makes them very mobile, i.e. it is easy to carry them in everyday life. It is a highly secure device that is able to store confidential information. It is protected against any attempt to obtain its contents. Contrary to most other devices, a smart card is resistant to physical attacks: it is a tamper resistant device. This is its main advantage. In fact, several mechanisms are integrated in a smart card at both hardware and software levels, so as to protect it against external attacks and thus protect the assets which it contains. In the worst case, the hardware structure of the card makes so that all the sensitive data (e.g. secret information or private keys) that it stores will be automatically destroyed in order not to be revealed to an attacker.

Smart cards offer a secure environment perfectly adapted to support higher level security features for large distributed systems. Nevertheless, their integration into such systems is not straightforward.

2.2 The Difficulties of Using Smart Cards in a Distributed System

There are many problems that prevent smart cards from being widely adopted in distributed systems.

First, smart cards are by design dependent on a device called the Card Acceptance Device (CAD), generally known as card reader.

Second, smart cards have very limited resources in terms of memory and storage capacity, computing power, and communication bandwidth with the outside. These limitations reduce the range of possible domains of application.

Third, smart cards are passive. They work according to a master/slave model. The host application (i.e. the application which is out of the card) is the master, and the card application is the slave that provides the service. The card is always waiting for a command to execute, and never takes the initiative of a communication with the outside. Because of this passive mode, the card can neither explore its environment nor initiate any interaction with external components or services.
Fourth, the communication protocol between a card and its CAD is extremely poor, both in terms of contents and structure, and it is also very dependent on the brand of card. The communication takes place as a sequence of bytes (i.e. the APDUs – Application Protocol Data Units) which are poorly structured. The elaboration of the APDU-based messages must follow the ISO7816-4 standard [8] that describes their format and a number of special cases (error codes, special commands, etc.). Thus, the programmer must have a deep knowledge of the APDU protocol to be able to develop smart card applications. Compared to other communication methods such as RPC [9], RMI [10] or CORBA [11] which are widespread in distributed systems, the APDU protocol remains rather primitive and relatively complex, even though it is possible to use additional layers on top of it to partially hide this problem.

For all these reasons, the development of applications for smart cards is a complex task. It is really challenging to implement the mandatory layers that are missing if one wants to use smart cards in a distributed environment. We have developed these layers and they will be presented in sections 4 to 7.

2.3 Features Required to Support the Use of Smart Cards in a Distributed System

We have explained above why using smart cards in a distributed system is a complex process. Without a card reader and the proper software layers it is almost impossible, even though frameworks such as PC/SC can manage low level communication between the embedded applications and the host. To make it a reasonable task to develop applications that make use of smart cards, two main features have to be supported: high level communication and transparent service discovery. To make possible to develop real (size) applications, two other main features are required: proactivity and extended memory resources.

Communication. To face the complexity of the communication protocol and to make it easier so support different brands of cards, it is interesting to apply the methods of distributed systems to smart cards in order to provide transparent communication with the embedded objects. This is, for instance, what is offered by Java Card RMI [12].

Service Discovery. A smart card does not spontaneously announce the services that it contains. It is thus interesting to provide a mean for a card to expose and describe its services, so that the other components of the distributed system can discover and use them. This would make the integration of smart cards in distributed systems easier and faster.

Proactivity. The components of a distributed system need to communicate with each other to achieve some sort of cooperation. Therefore offering a framework that makes the cards active, i.e. able to take the initiative of a communication (possibly with an other card), is mandatory.
Extended memory resources. The limited memory of smart cards is probably the main obstacle to the deployment of real size applications. Therefore, while cards with a large memory are not available, providing a solution to extend their capabilities is fundamental to experiment security in new kinds of application domains.

We offer these four features in the Java Card Grid platform. They are described in section 4 and section 5.

3 The Java Card Grid Platform

The goal of the Java Card Grid project is to provide a hardware platform, a software framework and the associated administration software.

3.1 Hardware Platform

The hardware platform that we have set up is presented Fig. 2. This figure shows that we have in fact deployed two grids that are connected together by the network. The hardware fits in a wall mount cabinet of 19U. Each grid is composed of:

- a PC which needs 2U;
- two 2U racks from SmartMount, each having 8 CCID readers from SCM Microsys-
  tems, i.e. we have a total of 16 CCID readers;
- three USB 7-port hubs (placed in a empty 2U rack) to connect the readers to the PC and to power the readers;
- Java Cards of different manufacturers plugged in the readers which then power them.

We have also equipped one of the PCs with a LCD monitor and a special rackable keyboard (with an integrated touchpad) that we use to control the servers. A picture of this platform is shown Fig. 1.
3.2 Software Framework

The software framework that we have designed and implemented comprises two layers: a low level layer that handles the PCs, the readers and thus the smart cards, and a high level layer that manages the distributed computing framework that we offer.

At low level, the pilot PCs run Linux and we use pcsc-lite [13], an open source implementation of the PC/SC\(^3\) standard, to manage the readers. We have chosen CCID\(^4\) readers because they are supported by an open source generic driver which is available for pcsc-lite [15]. Because our high level framework is Java-based, we have added JPC/SC [16], a JNI-wrapper for PC/SC, to control the readers and to manage the applications embedded in the cards (cf. Fig. 3).

At the user level, the programming API is based on Mandala[17]. Mandala is a general framework that has been developed in our team to support distributed computing in Java. It provides a RMI-like abstraction with an asynchronous method invocation mechanism [18], which is very useful to deal with slow computing resources.

The overall software framework deployed on the two hosts is shown Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The software framework.](image)

3.3 Administration Tools

We have begun to design and implement tools to support remote administration of the grid of Java Cards, i.e. to monitor the topology of the grid, to detect the defective cards, to deploy new applications, etc. As of writing, only the remote topology control tool is available.

**Remote Topology Control Tool.** This tool enables a distant administrator to display the topology of the grid on its monitor, i.e. to see which readers are free and which contain a card. The administrator can also use it to track the evolution of the grid since any modification of its state, resulting from the insertion or the tearing of a card, is instantly notified to the tool. He can also get additional information about a given card and its associated reader: the low level communication protocol that it uses, the name of the reader, the name of the card, its ATR\(^5\), etc.

---

\(^3\) PC/SC [14] is a standard that provides a high level API to communicate with smart card readers.

\(^4\) CCID is a standard that defines a protocol to handle USB readers.

\(^5\) Answer To Reset.
**Tools Under Development.** The tools and APIs that we are currently working on are dedicated to the deployment of applets on a set of Java Cards. Since most of the Java Cards are GlobalPlatform\(^6\) \([19]\) compliant, we develop an implementation that uses this standard to be able to load and delete embedded applications. We plan to use the open source GlobalPlatform library \([20]\) recently developed by Karsten Ohme.

4 Global Communication Stack of the Framework

We have used a number of different technologies when we have developed our framework and altogether they make a complex stack of software components and protocols. The goal of this section is to describe this stack and to explain the task of each layer. For the sake of clarity, we present it in terms of the OSI reference model to show the features of each software component and the complexity of the system. We eventually explain why future cards that support TCP/IP will make it possible for us to build a more flexible framework.

4.1 Current Communication Stack

Our framework is designed to handle several client applications (potentially running on different hosts) which interact with several Java Cards of the grid (more precisely with several applets possibly distributed on different Java Cards). These interactions take place through different servers and card readers. The servers of the grid and the readers act as gateways and there are only two really active entities in the dialog: the client application and the applet. All the software stack (including server processes) between these two elements needs to be transparent. In what follows, we present the architecture of this stack from the bottom to the top, by comparison with the OSI reference model.

**Physical layer.** At the bottom of the OSI model, the physical layer encompasses the physical interfaces and the physical protocols (i.e. voltages, timing, etc.). Between the client host and the server host we assume that the hardware interfaces are Ethernet cards. To simplify the stack presented Fig. 4, we also assume that the client and the server are in a LAN. In the real world, they could be in different networks and there might be several routers between them (but the framework would remain almost the same). On the grid side, the host machine and the CCID readers have a USB interface and the I/O channels use the USB protocol. The cards and the CCID readers are connected through contact interfaces (i.e. the contacts in the reader and the faceplate on the card) using the related physical protocol (i.e. the ISO7816 specifications). This layer is quite simple but yet requires three different protocols.

**Data link layer.** On top of the physical layer sits the data link layer, the goal of which is to provide error-free communication between network entities. It detects and possibly corrects errors that may occur in the physical layer. The client and the grid server both have an Ethernet module that communicates with the Ethernet cards. On the grid side,

---

\(^6\) GlobalPlatform is a standard that specifies APIs to manage multiapplication cards.
the data link layer is implemented by the CCID protocol between the CCID drivers hosted on the server and the CCID readers. Between the CCID readers and the data link module of the Java Card different kinds of TPDU (Transmission Protocol Data Unit) based protocols can be used (e.g. $T=0$ or $T=1$ are the more frequently encountered). The TPDU are constructed within the CCID readers and they are passed across the physical layer to the Java Cards. Thus, there are several different data link protocols between the different entities from the client application to the Java Cards.

**Network layer.** Over the data link layer, the OSI reference model has the network layer. One of its main tasks is to perform network routing. In the framework that we propose, there are several routing nodes. First, routing is achieved using the IP protocol, between the client and the server. As mentioned above, in a large network, many routers may be present between these two entities. On the grid side, the first routing element is the PC/SC component. It dispatches the messages that it receives to the specified CCID reader (or to the specified slot if the reader is a multi-slot reader) and then to the specified Java Card. The messages sent by PC/SC are called APDUs (Application Protocol Data Units) and there is no other protocol specified on top of it (at least for the transport layer and the session layer). Since this protocol encompasses many features that could be found at different levels of the OSI reference model, we decided, for the sake of clarity, to cut this protocol into five different subsets (where each subset corresponds to a part of the APDU specification) that we then map onto the five upper layers of the OSI model (cf. Fig. 4). Moreover, in our framework, the APDU protocol is not inside the same layers on the client side and on the grid side. We could not find a better solution with an architecture based on PC/SC. The APDU subset present at
the level of the network layer is dedicated to the selection/deselection of applets in a Java Card. The next routing element is the APDU processor module that interprets the APDU selection/deselection commands and sets the target applet as the current active one, i.e., this applet will receive the following APDU commands (except if it is an other selection/deselection APDU).

**Transport Layer.** On top of the network layer, the transport layer provides connection services to the session layer. Between the client and the grid server our framework uses Mandala that supports several protocols to perform this task. One can observe Fig. 4 that Mandala is spread between the transport and the session layers; this will be explained a bit further in this paper. On the grid side, the protocol that is used is a subset of the APDU protocol representing the APDU data format specification. It sits between PC/SC on the server and the APDU processor module in the card.

**Session Layer.** Above the transport layer, we have the session layer that manages the dialog between the client application and the selected applet. In the OSI reference model, it provides either duplex or half-duplex mode of operation and establishes checkpointing, adjournment, termination, and restart procedures. In our framework, the client application and the CardProxy located on the server communicate using the APDU protocol. Thus, the application generates all the APDU commands to send to the distant applet and parses the APDU responses. The CardProxy acts as a gateway between the network communication technologies (e.g., IP) on the client side and the smart card communication technologies (e.g., CCID and TPDU) on the grid side (see Fig. 4). So, the upper layer enables direct end-to-end communication between a client application and an applet. The APDU protocol which is half duplex requires the use of a token to decide which entity can use the communication channel. Mandala also participates in the session layer by offering asynchronous communication features. These features can be used by both the client application and the CardProxy to achieve non-blocking invocation of services, (at both client and server sides). On the grid side, the CardProxy and the applet also exchange data using the APDU protocol. The part of the APDU protocol specification mainly involved in this layer is the client/server model that schedules the commands and the responses. As soon as the CardProxy gets a response to a previous APDU command it checks its pending queue and if an APDU command is present, then it forwards it to the applet. The CardProxy also acts as a sort of router within the grid when a card wishes to call a method located on another card. It handles specific response messages to transform the server model of a smart card to a model where the card can also be a client. Thus it enables the card to be proactive (see section 6).

**Presentation Layer.** Over the session layer, the presentation layer relieves the application layer of concerns regarding syntactical differences in data representation within the end-user systems. In usual systems, MIME encoding, encryption and operations of that kind that have to do with the presentation of data are done at this level. In a similar manner, in our framework, the security and the data independent representations are managed in this layer. If this is required by the security policies, the communications between the client application and the applet can be ciphered. We also offer a XML based format to structure the data exchanged between the entities (e.g. to get the list of...
the available services and to pass the parameters when invoking a service on a card – see section 5). These two features are encompassed in a subset of the APDU protocol that we have defined, as presented Fig. 4.

**Application Layer.** The last layer on top of the stack is the application layer that is the direct interface of the application processes and that performs common services for them. Thus, in this layer, the data exchanged are specific to the goal of the application. Note that in our framework the application on the client side and the applet on the grid side each spread on three layers for practical reasons. However it would be possible to develop independent libraries on each side to handle the specific aspects of each layer. Nevertheless, it is important to be aware of the problems caused by the limitation of the resources available on Java Cards to achieve such developments (e.g. small stack of frames, etc.).

The framework and the stack of protocols that we have developed provide many of the features required by the OSI reference model. It was thus interesting to present our stack by comparison with the OSI stack even though it is not a direct mapping.

### 4.2 Future Communication Stack

In the short term we will make the communication stack much simpler by using TCP/IP Java Cards. These next generation cards will provide TCP/IP connectivity, what will make them directly accessible on the network. They will use a USB connection that will suppress the need for a reader and that will support high speed communication. This is very interesting in the case of our grid where the main cost is that of the readers. Moreover, thanks to the TCP/IP connectivity, we will have a homogeneous stack on the client side and on the grid side: TCP/IP for both. In such a context, the server of the grid will act as a simple router between the client applications and the applets.

These next generation Java Cards will also support a communication model in which the cards will be active, i.e. be able to initiate communication. This feature will be very helpful to call from inside a card, a service located in another card of the grid or on a distant host.

These two features, i.e. a TCP/IP stack and proactivity, will simplify our framework and open the way to new kinds of applications. Moreover these cards will be multi-threaded and this will make our framework really more efficient. The new protocols integrated in the Java Card specifications (e.g. TLS), the new APIs (e.g. cryptographic algorithms) and the new programming models will also make the development of new secure applications much simpler.

Nevertheless, to be able to work till these new cards become available on the market, we have proposed and implemented several mechanisms to use the current Java Cards.

### 5 Services in the Java Card Grid

By using the features provided by the stack presented above it is possible to easily and quickly develop high level services (or applications) that will be embedded in the cards of the grid. In our framework, a Java Card is seen as a container for services.
The provider develops the applet implementing the service and describes its interface in a Service Descriptor using XML. This is then uploaded to the card and the service is registered in an on-card local registry, called ServiceCatalog, which contains all the Service Descriptors of the installed services. Potential clients are provided with a list of the available services. For this purpose, the software framework initially scans the grid, and extracts the services available on each card. The client can then select and remotely use one of them. More details about these different phases are shown Fig. 5 and are detailed in [21].

6 Proactivity in the Java Card Grid

To make the card active, i.e. able to send a request and thus, for example, to invoke a service on another card, we have set up a simple mechanism which consists in asking the card in order to know if it wishes to send a request. To achieve this goal, an APDU command is sent and if the card has a request to send, it puts it in the APDU response. The mechanism is similar to what is used for SIM cards in cellular phones [22,23].

When an APDU response is received, it is handled by the PC (and more precisely by the CardProxy) which acts as a router. If the response matches a specified format (not detailed here, but which contains all the information to locate a precise service on a precise card of the grid), it means that it is a method invocation of a service of another card. Using this information, the PC forwards the request to the target card (the APDU command is also contained in the APDU response of the client card).

To simplify the calls, we have set up a Stub/Skeleton mechanism generated from an interface which represents the service, its AID, and the name of card where it is installed. More details about this extension are available in [21].

Fig. 6 illustrates the remote invocation method used between cards.

Fig. 5. Main steps to create, discover and invoke a service.

Fig. 6. Remote method invocation between cards.
7  Extended Memory in the Java Card Grid

In order to overcome the problems due to the small memory size of smart cards, we propose a solution that offers them a secondary storage (the hard disk of a host) which increases the memory capacity for the embedded applications:

– for short lived data, in a way similar to a virtual memory mechanism, as can be found in most operating systems (such as Windows, Linux, etc.);
– for long lived data, as with secure data repositories.

The proposed solution furthermore ensures the security so swapped information, i.e. it preserves the integrity and the confidentiality of data so as to be in perfect adequacy with the security requirements which characterize smart cards. Two entities are involved to achieve this goal:

– one on the card, a Secure Storage Manager Unit (SSMU);
– one on the host which performs the following operations:
  – write the ciphered data sent by the SSMU with specific keys for each applet and for each record,
  – manage the identification of ciphered data records,
  – return back data to the card (on demand).

Fig. 7 focuses on the entity deployed on the smart card side, the SSMU. It helps the applications that use a large amount of data to store it outside the card. It is furthermore in charge of ensuring the confidentiality and the integrity of the swapped data. Using the SSMU will therefore provide a good security level even though some of the application data are stored off-card. More details about this extension are available in [24,25].

8  Related Work

We have identified a number of projects, the aim of which is to integrate Java Cards in a distributed environment. The goal of all the frameworks that we have studied is to make the on card services usable as standard services: Corba[11] for ORBCard [26]; Jini[27] for JiniCard [28]; RMI[10] for JCRMI [12]. Once integrated, the functionalities offered on these cards become transparently usable from the outside.
It is clearly not the goal of these approaches to use the cards to run CPU demanding applications, or even really distributed applications. They are more designed in terms of services. On the contrary, we intend to use the cards as cooperating computational resources [21]. To achieve this goal our framework makes the cards proactive and this is one of the major originalities of our work. Thus, in terms of services, our platform is more advanced and more flexible. Moreover, in our platform, both computation and inter card communication are secured. Finally, we have also set up a cache mechanism that is not available in any other smart card based platform.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

The platform that we have set up is working and we have run sample applications on it. We have solved the problems related to the physical equipments, the drivers and the communication layers required to make the whole system work. The security of our platform is based on the build-in hardware and software security mechanisms of the smart cards and on the security protocols used for the communication.

At the beginning, the Java Card Grid project was only intended as a proof of concept. We only planed to build a prototype platform. But now that it is operational, we have found a lot of interest in the university community, the official agencies and the industry. For instance we got the “most innovative technology award”, delivered by a committee comprising industry leaders, at e-Smart 2005 [29]. With one of the leading smart cards companies, we are now planning to set up a platform with 1000 cards to deploy applications that can handle real size problems. In the longer term, we also plan to use the next generation cards that should provide 1 Gigabyte of memory, efficient processors, a full Java virtual machine and a TCP/IP stack.
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